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Your Story in Nature
Nature is incredible. Our planet provides us with the food we eat, the water we 
drink, the air we breathe, and nature also helps us stay healthy and happy. From 
the lofty majesty of an oak tree to the miniature wonders of the smallest ant, the 
roar of a rushing river to the world contained within a single tree root, there is so 
much to learn and to love about the natural world. 

And now, nature needs our help. As our planet heats up and more and more 
species find it difficult to survive, it’s up to all of us to make our voices heard - 
and make sure that nature’s voice is heard too.  

That’s why The Tree Council and The Week Junior Science+Nature joined forces 
for our exciting Story in Nature competition. We were delighted to read so many 
incredible stories and poems by children across the country letting everyone know 
just how important nature is. Our four judges faced an incredibly tough challenge 
choosing the winners from such an amazing selection of entries and we’re thrilled 
to be able to share the shortlisted entries here, including our overall winners. 

The winner in each category will receive a year-long subscription to The Week 
Junior Science+Nature and a £50 book voucher from The Tree Council, while 
our specially commended entries will each be rewarded with a £25 book voucher. 
We’d like to thank everyone who entered the competition for sharing their tree-
filled, nature-tastic stories and to congratulate our winners! 

We hope you enjoy reading these brilliant pieces of writing as 
much as we have - and that they inspire you to get outdoors and 
#PlantForOurFuture.

Want to learn more? Head to treecouncil.org.uk to find lots of ways to 
get involved and make a difference for the love of trees. 

http://treecouncil.org.uk
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Our judges

“With their imagery, these young writers 
have managed to say new things, creating 
beautiful descriptions as well as classic 
nature writing and you can’t ask for more. 
They have got a moment in nature onto 
the page.”

Ben Hoare, children’s author

“I found these pieces of writing so 
astonishing and I was completely blown 
away. There was something great in every 
single one, whether it was their poetic use 
of language or a fantastic natural history 
observation.” 

Dan Green, Editor of The Week Junior 
Science+Nature

“It was so difficult to choose as they 
were all wonderful. I loved the strong, 
powerful images and the ambition of the 
words being used, as well as the positive 
messages of hope the children shared in 
their writing.”

Jasbinder Bilan, children’s author

“I so enjoyed these original and uplifting 
pieces of writing. With unusual, original 
observations, they will inspire all of us 
to listen, act and be a force for nature. 
Small acts together make such a big 
impression.”

Sara Lom, CEO, The Tree Council
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Our spectacular writers

Under 11 

Winner: Murmuration by Ella, aged 8

Specially commended: I am tree by Tallulah, aged 10 and Just a tree by 
Henry, aged 10 

Our shortlist

• Autumn by Eva, aged 9
• Watching from below by Joshua, aged 10
• This is the story of Rose Green by Amy, aged 10
• She opens the year by Iris, aged 10 from
• Four seasons of the woodland by Milena, aged 9
• A silly nature walk by Tess, aged 10
• My climbing tree by Avni, aged 9
• As green as an emerald by Jayden, aged 9
• Earth’s voice by Elsie, aged 9
• Autumn leaves by Zac, aged 9
• Once there was a forest by Annabel, aged 8
• Monkey wonders by William, aged 9

11 to 15

Winner: Some trees stand by Finn, aged 12

Specially commended: Nature’s day by Zoe, aged 14 and Four seasons 
by Luna, aged 12 

Our shortlist

• The leafy canopy by Naureen, aged 11
• When I went out for a bike ride by Arthur, aged 11
• Calling all tree-huggers by Polly, aged 11
• The power of trees by Bridie, aged 11
• The ancient oak tree by Nell, aged 12
• David by Aeden, aged 11
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WINNER!
Under 11Murmuration

Ella, aged 8

The beautiful sky, scarlet like a rose,
Suddenly blotched, by a thousand birds in a gigantic inky swirl; 
They swoop, dive and curve a perfect oval above the dusky horizon;
The flock of soot-black birds form the shape of a restless, rippling ribbon up above;
They disappear like a mighty wave, crashing over the dark, swaying trees;
They rise again, a giant hand clutching at the pink, fluffy clouds;
They scatter urgently in all directions, a firework of Starlings against the orange sky;
As the dusky light starts to dissolve into the trees below,
The flock flies overhead, the gentle fluttering of their wings humming in the breeze, 
vanishing into the distance;
A smudge on the horizon.
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Just a tree
Henry, aged 10

In the year of 1650, I was planted by a jay. It covered me with moss and then it hopped away.

Then in spring I started to grow under the canopy of many enormous oaks, much bigger than 
me.

It took me years to grow so tall but I became majestic. I spread my branches far and wide, my 
bark grew gnarled and thick. 

Over time, the many trees that had been all around either fell in thunderstorms or were cut 
down to the ground.

Some of us were allowed to stay and that included me. The farmer planted in between us. I 
was now a hedgerow tree.

The hedge was used for nests and food, it grew thorns, fruit and blossom. Every year it grew 
thicker, with scrubby grasses at the bottom.

When the farmer didn’t use his horses any more, the hedgerow just got in his way and was 
taken to the floor. 

Proud but alone in the field I stood, upon the open land. Then one day came a man with a 
hard hat and clipboard in his hand.

“This one’s got to go,” he said, “it’s completely in 
the way.” He sprayed a big red cross on me and 
then he walked away. 

SPECIALLY COMMENDED!
Under 11
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I am tree
Tallulah, aged 10

I escape my cell of a shell to embrace my new life as an oak sapling. As I grow, I realise how I 
help life around me.

I absorb unwanted gases and give the gift of oxygen. I am the lungs of the world.

I send deep roots into the soil to seek food and stabilise the earth beneath. I prevent erosion 
and my canopy provides shelter from wind and soaring temperatures. I am a protector. 

My presence links past, present and future. As my historical trunk thickens with each 
concentric ring I see the repeat of history. I am time.

The wildlife here is beautiful and I’d like to keep it that way. Small animals make their habitats 
around me. Birds nest in my twirling branches shaped by time. Squirrels store nuts in my deep 
crevices. My nutrients create a rich soil for young plants to thrive. I am home.

Deforestation is taking place; our planet is transforming from a beautiful green land to one of 
industry spoilt by pollution. I am life.

My deciduous cape grows green to orange to bare. I flourish 
in spring as my curly leaves grow a glorious green. Sunny 
summer has a blazing sun and entices people to picnic under 
my shade. I am joy. 

As my gorgeous, crispy leaves fall from my branches and fly 
away like auburn birds, fronds of fungi form on my rough 
trunk. Squirrels race along my tough wood. I am change.

Delicate snowflakes flutter to the ground like butterflies. 
I feel the icy wind against my weather-beaten face. Even 
though it is bitterly cold, my bark swathes me from frost. I 
am Mother Nature.

So I plead with you, stop the chop and resuscitate the lungs 
of the world.  

SPECIALLY COMMENDED!
Under 11
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Watching from below
Joshua, aged 10

Watching from below, I saw a big shoe moving towards me. It had a white tick on the side 
and said Nike on the other. Ever so gradually, it took another step, and another, and another. 
Frightened, I took a few steps back. Then a few more. Then more. I was too scared to move 
more than that! All that stood between me and that shoe, was a great oak tree. I had to think 
fast. I didn’t know what I was going to do. My only plan was to go towards the oak tree. So I 
did. I ran as fast as my little legs would take me.

When I arrived, I either needed to go up the tree, or down into the roots. The shoe was 
coming closer, and closer, and closer. Eventually, I started to climb the tree. It took a while to 
get to the top, but when I did, I could see everything. And I mean everything. It was the most 
beautiful thing I had ever seen! From above, I saw that the shoe was not just a shoe, it was 
also a head! And a body. And legs. And arms. My dad once told me that that was a human. 
He described them as, blood thirsty killers. They stepped on other ants, and over time, killed 
thousands of ants, maybe even millions.

I was terrified. I’m glad I went up the tree, otherwise, I would have gotten squished! But this 
human didn’t look threatening. In fact, he didn’t look like he had killed another ant in his life! 
But I was still scared. I was wondering whether to go down or not. In the end, I decided to 
stay at the top of the tree. But then, what I saw in the distance, was another human, running 
through the grass at high speeds. “Maybe he was the one who killed all those other ants,” I 
thought. “After all, he is looking down at the ground at points and smiling.”

But then, out of nowhere, he started to climb the tree! I didn’t know what to do! I was that 
scared, I didn’t move! But then, that other human, called out something, and the boy started 
to climb back down the tree. I was so relieved. “Thank goodness that human went down.” 
After that incident, I waited until dusk to climb down, but before I did, I looked around to 
make sure there weren’t any humans. There weren’t. When I reached the bottom, I made 
the long trek home. I arrived at about 11pm. I quietly snuck in, and this is where we are now. 
Tucked in bed, ready to fall asleep, waiting for tomorrow’s adventure…
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The story of Rose Green
Amy, aged 10

Leaves crunching, branches waving in the glimmering moonlight while stars twinkle in the 
night-time sky. A mysterious pink rose emerged from the greenest grass and the freshest 
leaves, pushing its rose-pink petals through the earthy ground. The shimmering moon slowly 
merged into a amazing bright sun as the plant grew taller every hour. A small girl walked by 
and gazed at the beautiful rose and wondered if she would become as beautiful as that one 
day. Daily the girl would check the plant but when she checked again it was gone like nothing 
was really there but there was a girl... as beautiful as the night sky. 

The small girl scrambled away as the girl looked behind her. She had bright blue eyes and had 
pink, rosy cheeks. Lovely pink hair and a light-green dress on. The little girl never came back 
again. The rosy cheeked girl was called Rose Green. She desired to help trees grow because she 
was the rose... she lived inside the rose and saw all the chaos that was happening to the trees 
and forests, and she wanted to help! She planted flowers all around a knocked-down forest 
and made it look beautiful. Her dream came true to help the trees and forests since she loved 
them, she thought they deserve as much as we do. That’s why Rose Green became a hero. 
That was the story of Rose Green.
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She opens the year
Iris, aged 10

She opens the year,
Showing her great cheer.
The fluffy baby lambs,
Playing in the fields,
The cute little chicks, 
Sleeping in the hay.
Winter in over and here comes Spring!

Blazing sun,
Lighting up the sky,
Like a boiling lemon,
Floating up high.
Thunder storms ruining
The beautiful weather.
Summer is here and Spring is over!

Sweeping winds swallowing Summer,
Conkers come crashing
To the ground.
Leaves of all colours
Float down,
Bonfires lit,
Pumpkins are carved,
Autumn opening its windows and letting the winds ride free!

The old beared man of Winter
Letting snow rain down.
Freezing cold storms
Filling the sky.
Children getting ready
For Santa’s great prowl!
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Four seasons of the woodland
Milena, aged 9

In spring, the woods are fresh and bright
Sun streaming in the early light.
Birds are happy, tweeting at height
Squirrels dash around and play-fight.

In summer, sun is glowing gold
Jays are suddenly daring and bold.
Butterflies flit and flutter around flowers
Badgers rustle in the warm evening hours.

In autumn, things are dying down
Leaves on trees are turning brown.
Hedgehog buries herself with a frown
As rabbit puts on a thick winter gown.

In winter, frosted cobwebs glitter
The stream is frozen, the air is bitter.
Cheery robin still sings his song
Protecting his territory all year long.

The woodland is full of joy, life and birth
From the tops of the trees to the leaf littered earth.
Nature is full of wonders, big and small
Birds, insects, mammals, welcome to all!
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A silly nature walk
Tess, aged 10

Sophie and Eddie both sat at the back of the car, Sophie whining that her phone battery had 
died. “Ugh, why do we have to go on a silly nature walk!? Why can’t we just stay at home and 
go on a phone or tablet all day?” mumbled Sophie, grumpily. Eddie replied that for once in 
his life he agreed with his sister. Dad just stayed quiet and reacted like nothing had happened, 
while mum tried to motion to him to at least say something. Dad suddenly caught Mum’s eye 
and said joyfully, “Sorry loves, but we have to get out the house, Mum says so. And anyway, 
there is a waterfall and lovely greenery everywhere!” As the car screeched to a halt, Sophie 
started moaning that there was no signal. “Come on Sophie, it’s not about phones, it’s about 
being around nature!” Dad replied. 

“Hey, look it’s a tiny stream with a miniature bride!” 

Eddie tried to pretend he couldn’t care less, but suddenly his eyes grew wide, and he gave his 
sister a nudge. “What?” insisted his sister. She playfully gave him a nudge back. 

“Come on, kiddos! Let’s start walking, I would love to see a waterfall!” Mum said, taking both 
their hands and holding them in her own. 

“Ok let’s go and get this walk done with ...” Eddie was trying to sound like his sister, so when 
he finished his sentence he added a voice at the end, “UGH.” 

“Hey that’s nothing like me!” insisted Sophie, as Mum and Eddie rolled their eyes.

Half an hour later, they reached the waterfall. By this point, Eddie and Sophie had already 
spotted 11 squirrels, 1 hedgehog, 6 pinecones, and caught 4 leaves. They were amazed. They 
both, though mostly Sophie, were dreading this walk. Although now they were speechless, 
they had not expected nature to be as beautiful, quiet, soft, and wonderful as this walk has 
been. “Wow, just... wow... I am sorry I didn’t really expect this walk to be what it is now, but the 
birds, animals and plants of this forest... are just so amazing” murmured Sophie softly. They all 
stood in silence for a moment, listening to the birdsong and the gentle lapping water from the 
waterfall. They listened happily to the squeals of delight as a family with a young boy noticed 
the waterfall. There really was nothing better than this moment of their lives. 

“Can we come here every day?” Eddie asked, breaking the silence. 

“No, sorry love. It’s great that you like it here, though,” Dad smiled joyfully. So together, hands 
in hands, they walked back to the car, the sun sprinkling down on them.
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My climbing tree
Avni, aged 9

Every day I climb my tree,
She sings and sways happily.
She’s soft and comfy but stable too,
She’s nice to me when I feel blue.

She loses branches but gains them too,
She makes me feel cosy like my slipper shoe.
I relax there and sit sometimes,
There I write poems and figure out rhymes.

When it gets chilly I say bye to my tree,
That once sung and swayed happily.
She’s bare now and frozen with ice,
But she’ll always be kind and always be nice.

I can’t wait for spring to climb her again,
She’s my hideaway, my secret den.
With new life growing upon her,
New memories as we reach summer.

Every day I climb my tree,
She sings and sways happily.
She’s soft and comfy but stable too,
She’s nice to me when I feel blue.
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As green as an emerald
Jayden, aged 9

As green as an emerald,
Trees as tall as giants,
A river as blue as a sapphire in the sky,
When the rain heavily falls in the grave.

Take a deep breath what can you smell?
The rain falling like a waterfall,
Fresh air fills your lungs,
Pollen from the beautiful flowers.

Listen more carefully now what can you hear?
Saw, Chop, Chop 
Snap, snap, snap, fall, fall, fall
Thud, thud, thud, hitting the floor.
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Earth’s voice
Elsie, aged 9

Earth’s voice is the sound of a proud elephant’s trumpet.
Can you hear it call?
It is a lion’s ferocious roar, a howl of a majestic wolf, the chatter of a cheeky monkey.
Can you hear them call?
It is the splash of a leaping dolphin, a gentle cat’s mew, a sweet robin’s song,
the buzz of a busy bee, the miniature march of the ants.
Can you hear them all?
It is the sound of waves crashing on the shore, the breeze rustling the leaves,
Grass swaying in the meadow.
Can you hear it all?

But earth’s voice is crying, whining, screaming.
It is the thwack of falling trees, the crackling of forest fires ravaging the lands,
the burning of the sun getting hotter, hotter, hotter.
The Earth is parched, screaming for a glimpse of rain, pleading for even a drop.
Can you hear Earth bawl?
It is the creaking and dripping of rapidly shrinking ice caps,
the gushing of water flooding houses, villages, towns.
Can you hear it all?

We can hear it and we can respond, we 
can make the Earth sing again.
It may be that we plant one little seed. 
Plop, in the hole it goes.
Then we’ll hear the roots spreading 
through soil, the stem pushing through 
the ground.
It may be that we walk to school. Stomp, 
stamp, our feet treading on the path.
Then we’ll hear the birds’ tweets not the 
mechanical vroom of the cars.
And soon we will hear the orchestra of life, 
the choir of nature.
Earth will sing of joy and happiness. Always.
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Autumn leaves
Zac, aged 9

They crunch and crackle like a 1980s autumn band.
Trees drop the leaves in the lovely autumn scenes.
The orange crunchy leaves snapped beneath my foot on a sunny lunchtime walk through 
beautiful red hills.
They are as crunchy as a bone: crunch, crumble, snap.
Leaves, lovely, leaves.
They are the price of gold.
They huddled together in an important autumn meeting.
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Autumn
Eva, aged 9

Autumn trees,
With their ruby leaves,
That fall along the early breeze.
Dark rain clouds,
That launch their drops of water along the ground.
The drops look plain, not one glimmer,
Then the sun comes out and makes them shimmer.
The sun and the rain, they come together
And form lots of colours making rainbow weather,
The rainbow arches itself over buildings and road,
Making someone smile wherever it goes.
People who had a bad day now know
If a rainbow appears they won’t feel so low.
When I lay down and think of all these things
I think of all the joy they bring
To people who are sad, people who are angry and people who just feel bad.
When Autumn comes, I know the best days are about to begin,
When Autumn comes, I start to grin. 
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Once there was a forest
Annabel, aged 8

Once upon a time, there was a forest, never-ending and with millions and millions of trees. 
But nobody knew this: that the trees were magical. But why didn’t people know that? Because 
nobody would come out if they went in. One sunny morning, there was a tree called Bertie 
born. 1 year later, he had lots of animal friends, Sqirry (squirrel), Badgy (badger), Moley 
(mole), Birdy (bird) and Hedgy (hedgehog). They came round every morning to see Bertie, 
and Bertie loved playing with them. Until one day, a tree cutter came marching towards Bertie 
with some string following behind him (so he would be able to follow it back to the entrance). 
Bertie saw that the tree cutter had a label on his coat saying John.

All the trees got scared by John and stood still. But none of them could move off the spot 
and run. So, Bertie called out to his friends to defend the trees from the tree cutter. So, Birdy 
started flying high up in the sky but lower than the leaves of the trees. Moley dug many trap 
holes in the ground in front of each tree, Badgy collected leaves to put on top of the traps 
and Squirry, and Hedgy defended the trees. John didn’t see what was going on, and then 
he fell straight into one of the traps. Birdy dived down to him with a net that she found in a 
tree, Squirry and Hedgy came scuttling towards John, and the net and then Moley and Badgy 
started pushing the net round John, and then they heaved and pulled John outside the woods 
to the streets. The animals asked where his office was, and in a panicked voice, John told them 
where it was, then they all took him there and dashed back to Bertie. Bertie and his friends 
were so grateful that they threw a party in the night! Bertie and the other trees never ever 
met a tree cutter again and lived HAPPILY EVER AFTER.
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Monkey wonders
William, aged 9

Swinging on trees,
Watching the fallen leaves,
“I won’t have a home later!”
Is it really just for paper?

Look around, what do you see?
Lumberjacks, cutting down a tree!
They have no regret,
As they lie in their beds watching the sunset.

They’ll have nowhere to live,
And no things to give, 
Wont communicate in a habitat,
And wear no wooden hat.

Monkeys realise there’s no trees,
Oh how the forest used to gleam,
Monkeys are now sad,
Watching stuff they don’t understand.

To get bananas is a monkey’s job,
But watching their home get destroyed,
Makes them sob.
Monkeys are getting annoyed,
Because now their home is getting destroyed. 
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WINNER!
11 to 15

Some trees stand
Finn, aged 12

Some trees stand tall, proud, elegant, their branches waving in the wind like the standards 
of some great empire. Some trees stand wise, their gnarled trunks not unlike those of an 
old, old man. Some trees stand strong and hardy, even intelligent, using their own nemesis 
for their own ends. It seems like trees have been watching us since the dawn of our species, 
perhaps with disdain, perhaps with fascination of how we let greed and ignorance have 
such an influence over our actions.

I like to think that my tree was humble, that he preferred the smaller, insignificant 
spectacles over the momentous occasions that some of his distant cousins had witnessed. 
He was perfect in his imperfectness. His bark was hard, brittle, lumpy, and would scratch 
your hands as you clung on to it. He lacked green adornment all the way up to the very top 
of his person and he was marred with a hideous scar that distorted his base. However, if 
you looked beyond that, you may notice that the scar lent a perfect hand to climb to the 
higher boughs. You may notice that the very bark that seemed to be harming you, gave 
shelter, darkness and a damp area for hundreds of tiny organisms. He was a sort of gateway 
to the natural world, a comfortable brimming home, and most of all, a great friend.

And oh, the stories. The stories, the stories, the stories. The stories that emanated off him 
and sang in the wind like the dawn chorus of a thousand starlings, complete with all the 
glory and joy that wild animals feel when they so much as reach another day. The stories of 
people he had met: the wide-eyed toddlers, who peered out at the world like wolf cubs on 
their first dawn. The carefree teenagers, who would flippantly and pointedly break every 
single rule they could. Not to mention the countless victims of the grassy knolls, which so 
heavily decorated the football pitch. The stories of the days when the skies opened, and 
the heavens emptied their long-awaited wrath onto the world. It was on these days he 
simply sat and pondered all, from the shade of the clouds to the workings of the universe. 
The stories of the days where the park was packed full of children whose parents sat in the 
clubhouse, oblivious to their doings. As well as the stories of the weird nights when the 
sky rained sparks and shone with dazzling lights that ran rivulets of brilliance across the 
darkness. On these autumn nights, he nurtured his petrified inhabitants, shielding them 
from the cracks of the fiery vessels hurtling towards the moon.

And although he may be gone now, his life dissolved into the soil and his sawdust sprayed 
across the grass, a presence can sometimes feel tangible as you wander close by to his 
stump. A presence which still sings his stories to the trees yet to come.
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Four seasons
Luna, aged 12

I am here four seasons of the year,
I bear my children, let them grow
And then leave one by one
Painted gold and red
Till I feel bare.

Then the snow chills my arms
But the children shake it free
When they sit
And swing,
Swing,
And I watch them play
And cover them when they cry
I am their mother and their rope
To cling on, to touch.

In the spring I am the perch
That the birds sit on
When they trill their pretty tunes
And I breathe
And listen
As I am shrouded
In pink folds
Of flowers.

Longer days come August
And play continues into dusk
I am the guardian in the corner of their garden,
Their mother protector,
Their tree they touch.

SPECIALLY COMMENDED!
11 to 15
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Nature’s day
Zoe, aged 14

Sunlight peeking through the leaves
Fashioning shadows that dance in the wind
Crystals and dew on every blade
I can see dawn through my window.

Gentle fading of the frost
Growing amber light to bask in
Slowly growing hum of life
I can see morning through my window.

High and mighty liquid gold
Set against the sapphire blue
And scattered graceful breaths of white
I can see noon through my window.

Quietly, day tires, retreats
Chill creeps back up from the soil
The leaves’ dance slows to a drowsy waltz
I can see evening through my window.

Silver stamp of light shines bright
Sitting upon the sea of black
The last dying light ebbs away
I can see dusk through my window.

Darkness eclipses a sleeping world
Yet simultaneously another wakes
Subtle scurries; there’s so much to do 
It’s never truly night out my window. 

SPECIALLY COMMENDED!
11 to 15
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When I went out for a bike ride
Arthur, aged 11

When I went out for a bike ride,
I could see squirrels leaping like gymnasts from branch to branch,
A deer peeping at me from behind a tree,
and a solitary bird flapping above the canopy.

When I went out on a bike ride,
I could hear the crunch of scattered pine cones on the forest floor,
the rhythmic beat of a woodpecker tapping a tree,
and a swish as the wind sweeps through the trees.

HOWEVER!

When I went out on a bike ride,
there were thing that shouldn’t have been seen or heard:
litter and plastic, whirs and drones.
They do not belong here!

This is a forest.
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Calling all tree-huggers
Polly, aged 11

I stand tall and proud, I dance to nature’s rhythm, I listen to the chirps and chatters, they are 
my hymn. Fears consume me as fellows are uprooted, all I hear now are bangs and crashes 
nature’s music is muted.

I am grateful for all I’m worth, you brave people out there are saving the earth. Thank you, and 
you, and you, for protecting Mother Nature is an amazing act to pursue.

BUT... Don’t stop now, there is even MORE that you can do so if helping our wonderful woods 
feels important, come join our leafy crew.

So I call all tree huggers us trees need some help. Carrying out acts of kindness to nature is 
great but quick all hands on deck before it’s too late.

So as I continue to sway peacefully in the breeze I, as I hope you are all too, am thinking of 
ways to SAVE OUR TREES!
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The power of trees
Bridie, aged 11

I have long tentacles that crawl through the ground,
grounding me for my long journey up,
I have one sturdy leg and quite a few arms,
Yet I have thousands of fingers that tend to snap off.

I have jagged rough skin which flakes when touched,
which are constantly crawling with beetles and bugs,
I slouch all the time due to how much I carry,
but it’s lucky I have a leg or I’d start to rock.

You may think I’m lazy, weak or grumpy,
but people bow down to me, for I have a power.
Every summer... I weigh down with rubies and riches,
Because I have mountains of fruit literally at my fingertips.

People even shake me with all of their might,
In the hope that I’d drop a fruit and let them take a bite,
But... the humans, need to learn how to share,
for I’m teeming with animals lurking in my hair.

However nowadays we are not viewed as equal,
even though we can be smarter than people.
You are killing us all, down to the last leaf,
making all the beautiful animals around us leave,
Even though............We make you breathe.
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The leafy canopy
Naureen, aged 11

The leafy canopy rustled in the wind above me as I strolled on the                                          
meandering ribbon of a path. My fingertips skimmed the tops of bluebells.                        
Gentle patches of sunshine filtered through a green sky. I threw my face up to the sun 
and enjoyed the sensation of warm rays of light on my skin. Taking a deep breath, I 
inhaled the damp, earthy aroma. A little bubble of laughter escaped by lips. 

I sat down on a log and closed my eyes. The sun beat down in my eyes and little patterns 
danced on my eyelids. I heard one bird chirp, then another, and soon a whole chorus of 
birds sand a perfect harmony. “This is so peaceful,” I thought.

The idea had barely crossed my mind when 
I heard a scurrying sound in front of me. 
I opened my eyes cautiously to see a 
squirrel, in the most excruciating detail, 
on the path. Her bushy tail was held aloft 
as her beady black eyes stared at me 
inquisitively. I held my breath, not wanting 
to break this fantasy scene. Creeping 
closer, this magnificent creature cocked 
her head. A small sigh of satisfaction 
resounded into the forest. Startled, the 
squirrel darted away. I let out a long 
exhale. “Nature is beautiful,” I thought. 
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The ancient oak tree
Nell, aged 12

There was once an ancient oak tree. It had grown and flourished over the years. His branches 
provided a home for a variety of different birds, from robins to pigeons, from woodpeckers 
to owls. He had seen many years come and go. A family of foxes had lived in his roots. He had 
been there at the battle of Hastings, when Oliver Cromwell was alive, Guy Fawkes and now 
Covid. And he still had many years to come. He had seen his friends being chopped down one 
by one. He couldn’t do anything about it. He had to listen to their silent moans as they fell. It is 
so low that only trees and very small children with extremally sharp ears can hear it.

It had been a sweet summer’s day. He had watched as a fox had caught a rabbit and a mouse 
had led her young into the open for the first time. The sun, his source of life, had just touched 
the edge of the milky-white clouds. From the horizon came the small blonde girl, her hair 
trailing out behind her like an ocean of golden light. Her parents smiling as they walked behind 
her with a basket full of buns and pasties and a fruit pie. She had pointed at our oak tree and 
with a joyful smile ran over to it. She had wrapped her arms around our tree. She placed her 
chocolate-brown ear upon it. ‘I hope she is one of those children who have ears so sharp that 
they can her the moans and groans of our tree.’ She hugged our tree tighter. Our oak tree 
used all his power to speak as clearly and loudly as he could.

“Child, I have seen my forest flourish and thrive, and 
provided it with oxygen, and a home for all the woodland 
animals. But in the past 50 years, I have watched as my 
home got burnt down. Bit by bit, the animals left. I do not 
provide birds with a nesting ground any longer, or the foxes 
a den in my roots. I’m the only tree left now. Take this one 
seedling and plant it in your garden. Water it when thirsty, 
and put it in direct sunlight. Then it too shall grow as big 
and strong as me and live for many years. That’s all I’m 
asking. Do it for me, do it for you, but most of all, do it for 
the planet!”

So that’s what she did. 30 years later, global warming and 
climate change began. She decided to come back and see 
our oak tree. When she found it as a stump, she bent down 
and wept. The next day, she planted 1000 trees.

Be like her, act now and plant a tree.
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David
Aeden, aged 11

A majestic Blue-and-Yellow Macaw tweeted somewhere in the tall trees which supported a 
lush, green blanket of leaves. The sight was beautiful, I felt completely at peace in the vast 
body of the Amazon Rainforest. I could feel the moist heavy air around me, I sensed a storm 
coming.

Soon enough, the relentless rain started pounding down through the leaves. Even if the leaves 
did cover the Amazon Rainforest, the rain still found a way through, and I was soon drenched. 
I was forced to take refuge in a small, gloomy cave by a sleeping mountain.

I was scared, hungry and absolutely exhausted. I have been trekking in the rainforest trying to 
find a route back to where I was… Eventually, the constant beating of the rain drops soothed 
me into a deep sleep. I must have slept like a log as I did not notice a sleek soot-black jaguar 
quietly curled up next to me. I felt something rough, slimy and moist licking my face and 
I woke with a start. I couldn’t believe what I saw and I froze on the spot with fear! To my 
surprise, it spoke. But even more astonishingly, I could understand its language!

Weirdly it didn’t speak with its mouth, the voice was inside my head. It asked “young human, 
what are you doing out here in the rainforest?”

“I was separated from my group and I don’t know where to go!” I replied.

This fierce but kind jaguar said, “I can help you, child.”

So without further delay, we set off into the rainforest to find my group. I asked the jaguar 
(who told me his name was Jaggy) how he knew where to go, he said he could smell more 
of my kind some distance away. I then remembered reading from my National Geographic 
magazine that jaguars have amazing sense of smell, they can hear very well too!

It was a tough journey, we trekked over high, vegetation-thick mountains and through large 
clumps of bulky plants. We came across many amazing sights like a huge waterfall and the 
Amazon River. Along the way, Jaggy asked me about how I got lost, so I told him of how my 
school was on an adventure trip to the Amazon Rainforest, we were heading to a cave for 
some geode digging but I was distracted by this amazing plant called the Strychnos Plant, 
which is infamously poisonous, and I was so intrigued by it that I was left behind.
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Jaggy told me that he was the guardian of the Jungle. When he was a young pup, he had got 
lost in an unknown part of the Rainforest. He remembered how sad and scared he was so he 
was willing to help me. After finding much about each other, we had finally found my group 
which was just behind some tall trees. Jaggy said he had to leave because if others saw him 
they would be scared of him. I thanked him and promised that I would one day return.

My classmates and teachers were so relieved to see me again; they had been searching 
tirelessly for me since I was missing. After this incident, I enjoyed the rest of my time in the 
rainforest and I agreed to stay close, and occasionally I would catch a glimpse of a black Jaguar 
running through the undergrowth.

I kept my promise to Jaggy, and the next time I returned I was much 
older and more responsible. I was known as a famous TV producer and 
environmentalist - David Attenborough. The Rainforest is my favourite 
place on Earth, and I am forever thankful of how Jaggy had decided 
to help me and not devour me whole. In one of the many times 
I had returned, Jaggy had decided to help 
other animals in need, just like how I help the 
environment and together we tried to make the 
Amazon Rainforest a better place.
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